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ABSTRACT

Ma thematical model of a large-scale dusty thermal in a stratified non-uniform at 
mosphere i s presented, which t akes into account the compressibility of atmosphere and
active effect of pollutant on the motion of carrier gas . An entrainment of various
pollutants by a rising thermal is investigated , a final distribution of particulate
matter density formed in atmosphere after rise of the thermal is obtained. Quanti tative
boundaries of applicability of a wide-spread model of "passive" impurity are es-
tablished. "
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years more and more attention is paid to possible ecological consequences
of large fires and explosions . For example, much attention is focused on global
ecological and climatic consequences of massive pollution of upper atmosphe1e with
optically act ive aerosol · part icles entrained by powerful convect ive flows. ,2

The so-called convective elements may have been formed in the atmosphere as a result
of quasi -continuous (plumes ) or instantaneous ( t hermal s ) energy release f rom fires or
explosions. Large quantities of earth material , dust ; soot, ash etc. can become involved
i n the fireball gases, especially for a surface high-yield burst , which can have a
marked effect on the fireball early-stage evolution. A greate deal of such particulate
and gaseous pollutants will then be carried aloft with the rising fireball and injected
i nt o the upper troposphere and lower stratosp~ere, while some large fragments will rain
out of the cloud to form a close-in fallout . .

In t hi s paper some aspects of numerical modeling of pollution of atmosphere by rising
gaseous and dusty turbulent thermals are considered .

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

(1)p

Consider a spherical hot gaseous cloud (fireball or thermal) located initially above
the flat horizontal surface. Suppose that this cloud contains some particulate or
gaseous poll utant distributed over its vol ume. Introduce a cyIindrical coordinate system
( r, z) by placing its origin onto the surface beneath t he centre of the thermal. The
time-dependent evolution of such a thermal is governed by the following set of equations
with initial and boundary conditions:

~ + P (vtn = 0, P = P1T,at

P dU
dt:

__ l_Vp + .J:.... [~U + l:..V(Vz:j)] -pj
yl.[:l Re 3

(2)

- (y-l) P(Vz:j) + -y-~ T
RePr

(3)
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apc r~ 1. + V(pCUJ = --IiC,at ReSc
C =.f!

p

(4 )

t os 0

r =0: u = 0, 01v, P, T, d/ar = 0

(5)

(6)

z = 0 U=O, aT/az = ac/az = 0

Here, the subscripts 1 and 2 relate to the gaseous and disperse phases, U . = (u, v)
- vel oei ty, P - density, P - pressure, T - temperature, f - vertical uni ty vector,
C - concentration of pollutant. The Eq. (1) - (6) are reduced to non-dimensional form
using parameters Po' Tg and Po of the gas in undisturbed atmosphere near the surface
as reference values. The length scale has been set to a certain fixed value L of the
ordef/~f typical iij~tial radius of the thermal; the velocity and time scales are then
(Lg) and (L/g) I respectively. The results are presented below in a form of rela
tionships that do not depend on specific value of L. In Eq. (1)-(6) 11 = C2/Cv is the
phase specific heats ratio, M21 and 60 determine the loading and excess temperature
of the cloud, Rand H - initlal radius and height of the thermal. Parameters of
undisturbed atmosphere Ta, Pa, P. are described by the model of standard atmosphere.
In non-dimensional form temperature and pressure distributions are expressed as

.-.!. [ dT. + (y-l)M~] = k,
T. dz

dP__a = -yM2p
dz a'

(7)

where k = N2L/9
2-

stratifica4ion parameter. ~p to the trofopa~se (z < HT = HT
o /L, HT

o
= 10 - 16 km) N = 1.2 • 10- s-2, above - N = 4.4 • 10- s- . The corresponding non
dimensional stratification parameters are denoted hereafter as k~ (z < HT) and k2 (z
> HT). The Navier-Stokes equations are used here because the vertlcal scale of convec
tive flows considered is large enough, so that the variation of atmospheric density with
height owing to the compressibility of the gas is significant. Under these conditions
the use of more simple models of incompressible fluid, i.e., of those basing on the
Boussinesq approximation, is not valid. The Eq. (1) - (6) were solved numerically by
a three-layer extrapolatifg finite-difference scheme using the alternating direction
implicit (ADI) algorithm. Non-uniform (refining near the axis and underlying surface)
40 x 50 adaptive grids were used to integrate the equations. A program TERHAX (ThERMal
AXisymmetric) was written in FORTRAN 77 and intended for VAX 11/780 computer; besides,
an IBM PC/AT 386/387 - oriented version of this code is available which provides an
interactive menu-driven input and graphics screen output.

GASEOUS THERMAL

'To close the system of governing equations (1) - (6) a proper method for selecting
the values of t urbul ent transport coefficients (i.e., of Re and Pr criteria) should be
implemented. An approach basing on calculation of the self-similar coordinate of the
cloud top is used here. It can be outlined as follows. ~

Analysis of experimental data on dynamics of ascent of turbulent thermals5 shows that
at the self-similar stage of evolution the vertical coordinate of a foremost part of
the thermal Zt increases according to the law
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(7 )

where Zo i s t he virtual or1g1n , Qo - heat of format ion of the thermal (for nuclear
burst s Qo is appr oxi mat el y equal t o 35\ of the t ot al yield) . The most remarkable feature
of this relatioosbip is that the self-similar coordinate of the clccd top ~e. (dZe/ d t 1 / 2 ) I o- t / 4

i s roughl y cons t ant i n very wide range of thermal energy Qo and takes a value of
~ta 4.35. To make use of (7) i n determining the turbulent transport coefficients

calcul at i ons were made for y = 1.4, M= 0.3 , Re = ~o - 100, Pr = I , H = 1 .56 - 7.42 ,
8

0
= 5 - 21, 1= 0.34 - 2.71 , k = k1 = 1 .2 • 10- . These p!rameters correspond to

f irebal l s of exp~os ions with yield W = 2.1 - 16. 7 MJ (L = 10 m, To = 273 K, Po = 1
bar ) . If the parameters of atmosphere are t aken to be constant , th e dependence of
se lf -s i mil ar coord inate on the four pr incipal parameters H, 80 , 10 , Re can be
reduced to the dependence on just two values : the first of t hemH' = y~ll is the ratio
of i nit i al cl oud height to the scale of atmosfheric density variation l/yM':1., the
second one i s a modified Orashof number Or = Re 10 , This dependence may be factored
i nt o the pr oduct of two func t ions each depending on a sing le paramet er :

(8)

252
G(Gr) • 4.92 (1 - Gr + 346 ), lOO:s:Gr:s:2000

where the approxi mat i ng formulas were found as a best fit to resul t s of calculations.
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Fig. 1. Excess temperat ure . contours wi thin the tur bul en t
t he r ma l : left - t = 2. 8, right - t = 8 .7 . Ve locity fi e l d i s
shown by arrows .
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Thus, given an initial heat energy of the thermal and its height, Grashof number can
be readily obtained from (8) by equating (t to experimental value 4.35. This method
enables us to determine the turbulent transport coefficients that guarantee a valid
ascent velocity of the thermal at the self-similar stage of the ascent, which is
supported by comparison of calculated and experimental cloud heights at different
moments.

In Fig . 1 two sequential moments of the gaseous thermal ascent are presented: on the
left .t = 2.8 (i ni t i al stage), on the right - t = 8.7 (self-similar ascent). Isotherms
1 - 5 correspond to excess temperatures 6 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1. 0 (l eft) and 6'10 =
0.22, 0.44, 0.66, 0.88 , 1.1 (right) . Velocity field is shown by arrows in both sides '
of Fig. 1. Penetration of the thermal into the stratosphere is followed by intensive
cooling of the gas resulting in inversion of temperature field: at the moment of maximum
ascent the gas in the thermal is supercooled with respect to surrounding atmosphere.
Initial toroidal vortex is replaced by this time by a system of two counter-rotating
vortices. A complex multi-vortex flow fie~d structure features ttle oscillations of the
thermal at the final stage of evolution .

PARTICULATE 'l'BERHAL
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Fig . 2. Fraction of heat stored in
gas and ra tio of weight of pollutant
to total gas buoyancy

In presence of disperse pollutant within the cloud bulk the initial heat energy of
the thermal becomes distributed over the gaseous and particulate phases: 1

0
= Ig t Ip

. Two parameters feature the initial thermal and force effects of pollutant: p =
C2HoTo/Qp' = Y1m/2.yIo (HQ - total mass of pollutant , m - its dimensionless value),

" = F_/ Ft (F_ = m - non-dimens i onal weight of dust, Ft 2.Io - total gas buoyancy) .
The fraction of heat energy stored in gas Og = IgIIo. in a broad range of m, Y1 and

I depends just on a single parameter
~ . This dependence is shown in Fig. 2

by curve 1. Parameters " and pare
related by equation "Y;,. - yfJ/Og . The
dependence of UY1 on p is preseat.ed
in Fig . 2 by curve 2. With increase in

p (Le., in mass m) the force F_ in
creases while Og (and, hence, I g and
Ft ) decreases . When the critical loading

U=Uc=l is reached, the buoyant force
becomes equal to the weight of pollutant
(which corresponds to P-Pc shown in
Fig. 2 for Y1-1 ); a further increase in p
leads to the buoyancy of the cloud beco
ming negative .

Consider first the case 11 = 1 (this
value is typical for many kinds of pollu
tants - dust, sand etc.). The "active"
pollutant being considered here can af
fect the gas 'mot i on in two ways. On one
hand, the particles make the cloud hea
vier, on the other hand in presence of
disperse pollutant the average heat ca
pacity of the medium increases which
gives rise to slower cooling of the gas
and favors the ascent of the cloud . Coun
teraction of these mechanisms governs the
dynamics of a dusty thermal. When the
loading is less then "= 40\, they
compensate each other and the self-si
milar coordinate (t of a dusty thermal
i s described by (8) where 1

0
is to be

replaced by Ig. The internal structure and evolution of such a dus thermal are essen
tially the same as in case of a gaseous thermal. It doesn't mean, of course, that the
pollutant behaves just like a "passive" impurity : in presence of particulate impurity
the heat energy of the gas Ig i s less than the total heat energy 10 and the dusty ther-
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mal always rises slower than the gaseous cloud provided that the burst energy is the
same in two cases. A more heavily loaded thermal is slowed immensely by the pollutant,
the influence of disperse phase is most significant at the initial stage~ The heavy
central "core" brings about the weakening or even the suppression of a convective motion
in a near-axis region, whereas at the periphery the concentration is small and a
toroidal vortex develops here.

To describe the vertical distribution of pollutant density in the atmosphere after
'clou~ stabilization , introduce the following rescaled variables and parameters :

11 = (z - Hr ) /L9 , 1C '" (H - Hr ) /Ls ' Ls " (Ig/~) 1/4.

.(11) = 27CLs'fl-1fp2I dI l q = f+(11)df1
Q E

where Ls correct to constant is equal to the typical stabilization height of the
thermal. The definition of Ls basing on Ig allows us to consider both gaseous and par 
ticulate clouds .

Fig. 3. Fraction of poll utant in
jected into the stratosphere by a
rising thermal

In Fig. 3 the dependence of the fraction
of poll utant injected into the strato
sphere on 1C is presented (note that 1C

describes the initial position of the
thermal relative to the tropopause). All
data in Fig. 3 were obtained for 10 =
0.68 (1 Mt yield burst thermal), H =
1.56, HT = 9 - 16, 11 = 1. The solid
line corresponds to the pure gaseous the
rmal with passive pollutant (which may be
regarded as a gaseous poll utant, e. g. ,
NOx gas) . The points 1 - 6 correspond to
loadings" = 0.07, 0.2 , 0.5, 0.56, 0 .7 ,
0.95. When "~" ... 40% the thermal
rises just as a gaseous one with energy
Ig < I Q • That is why the injection of
active lmpurity into the stratosphere can
be described by dependence q(k) for "pa
ssive" impurity - points I, 2 lie on the
solid curve. When ">". the impurity
strongly affects the ascent and the frac 
tion of injected pollutant decreases (po
ints 3 - 6) .
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In Fig. 4 the vertical distribution of impurity in the atmosphere for different load
ings • (11) i s presented in case 1C = 3. Note that 1C depends on Ig which, in turn.
depends on loading " , consequently, for fixed 1C different" correspond to dif 
ferent altitudes of tropopause HT. Curves 1 - 4 are plotted for "= a, 0.2 , 0.7 and
0.85, the dashed line denotes the tropopause. It can be seen that the distributions for
passive (curve 1) and active impurities differ only slightly when the loading is low
(curve 2), whereas for high loadings (curves 3, 4) the maximum of function • (11) is
attained at lower altitudes which gives r ise to smaller i n ject i on of pollutant into
the stratosphere . Finally, in Fig. 5 the dependence of the dimensiGriless total mass of
the pollutant 11 a 11.q injected above the tropopause on particle loading level

11 - m/21tIo (or "specific" loading per unit of total heat energy) is presented for
different ratios of specific heats 11 = 0.25, 1.0 and 2.0 (curves 1 - 3).
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It turns out that an increase in the loading of the thermal leads to an increase in
injection of impurity only up to a certain limit. A further increase in ~ slows down
the ascent which results in decrease in ~.' The maximum injection depends on 11 :
the smaller is the fraction of initial heat energy stored in particulate phase, the
greater is the amount of impurity that can enter the stratosphere.
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Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of po
II utant formed in atmosphere after
the rise of the · thermal

Fig . 5. Injection into the stra
tosphere of pollutants for dif
ferent heat capacities of par
ticulate matter.
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